
130TInc. is a Robotics company that is focused on having Robotics 

in our daily lives with FUN and EASE.

And, our very 1st product is LEGO formed robotics, BLOCKBOT.

Please scan QR code and see how Blockbot works. 

130T Inc. 

130T comes from a word ‘BOT’, 

which represents Robot.  

SCAN ME



•BLOCKBOT works and fits perfectly with any BLOCK toys in the market. 

•But,when connected, it provides;

•Mobility

•Connectivity

•Freedom to Create my own Robotics

•Coding capability (i.e.STEAM Education) 

Who we are: BLOCKBOT 



Nov. 2018 130T Inc. Established.

Feb. 2019  Selected as “Promising Startup” by KODIT

(Korea Credit Guarantee Fund)

Dec. 2020 Blockbot was selected as a Coding Robot of “AI Education” 

by                                                                        Province.

May.2022 Awarded “The BEST Start-up in 2022 Incubator Program” 

by Korea Govt. 

May. 2022 Blockbot was selected as Educational Robot for Pre School Educationin 

Saudi Arabia. 

Dec.2022 Selected as a AI educational Robot for Kindergarten by Seoul Early 

Childhood Education & Promotion Center.  

Office of Education in Chungcheongnam-do

Accomplishments of 130T 
Footsteps of 130T 



Breathing Life into LEGO!



Smart Block

Creative Activity

'BLOCKBOT' is 100% identical to LEGO(Duplo size)

blocks that has robotics modules embedded inside.

BLOCKBOT is designed to let users use their

creativity to decide what to build, and at the same time,

it provides coding environment along with mobility.

??

Introducing BLOCKBOT



Blockbot is 100% compatible with LEGO blocks (Both Duplo & Classic),

so Blockbots can be used with LEGO blocks you have at home.

Compatibility

Build your OWN robots with your own characteristics.

Blockbots will provide functionality, 

but you get to decide how you want your robot to be.

Creativity

Compare our price to our competitions.

You will find Blockbots to be very affordable.

It becomes very price competitive when you expand and extend.

Price Competitiveness

We provide and share all our contents with everyone,

and you can simply add mobility to your own LEGO creations.

Abundant Contents

LEGO

Blockbot

\

Why Blockbot?



This is a source of electrical power to all 

Blockbots. This is rechargeable thru micro 

5 pin cable. 

Battery Block

It is in charge of communication using 

Bluetooth technology.

Bluetooth Block

It is capable of shedding lights into this 

world. 

LED Block

Using Infra Red rays, it can measure objects 

in front of them. 

IR (InfraRed) Sensor

It senses amount of light.

Light Sensor

It senses sound in our environment.

Sound Sensor

It provides mobility to your creations!!

Motor Block

Coding Block

Coding Block

Simple coding is possible when this block

is assembled without any computing 

device.

Components of Blockbots



Product Line-Up

Dino

1 set of Smartblocks

1 set of Smartblocks

1 set of Smartblocks

Mobility

Animal Kingdom

Enough blocks to build 9 

different Dinos and their Assembly Guides 

in PDF file format.

Projected price: $ 185.00

Projected price: $ 199.00

Projected price: $ 199.00

Enough blocks to build 7

different Mobility units and their Assembly 

Guides in PDF file format.

Enough blocks to build 9 

different animals and their Assembly Guides 

in PDF file format.

LED block is added! 

LED block is added! 



Fun Fun !

Coding Block, which has 4 buttons 

for simple coding without any computing devices.

It enables simple coding without any computing devices.

Add a coding block to all blockbot products and try coding anytime anywhere. 

Unplugged?

Cod
ing 

Bloc
k



2 sets of smart Blocks

Robot Football (Soccer)

$
$

Football (Soccer)

+Unplugged

‘+Unplugged’ refers to a product with a coding block
added.



Blockbot
Activity !



+82-2-2135-7979|www.the130t.com

Search 'Blockbot!

# youtube

# Instagram

# Naver

Breathing Life into LEGO!


